Still
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Still the memories linger
the emotions are deep
The foundation of a legacy...
  still that we shall keep

The past has left an imprint
the present, still at hand
For the future we must remember
  that it was sacred land

Still the convent sitting on the hill
  was there for many, yes by God’s will

So as we see it go away
  please do not forget to pray

For the School Sisters of St. Francis know
this is the way for grace to flow

Still strong and courageous
  pressing on through the ages

Remembering all that the convent gave
  our hearts are hurting it could not be saved

Still close your eyes and think awhile
  without a doubt you’ll start to smile

One of the Sisters comes to mind
  still a wonderful memory you will find

So as St. Joseph Convent in Campbellsport is standing still
  it isn’t for long that it will

An empty lot will remain
  a beautiful spot for one to gain

Still we bless this place and move along
  with peace, love, and also song

Yet there is a place over yonder
  a resting place for one to ponder

The lives of Sisters lie in full measure
the town’s long-lasting treasure

Still always remember the lives we have bonded
   Sisters, community, friends and family,
   co-workers, one, all united

Still the Lord knows the pathway
   for his will to be done
Keep true to His teaching and...
   still one day we will be one!
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